INSA Awards

Following Awards were announced during Anniversary General Meeting of the Academy held during 16-18 December, 2019:

1. **Indira Gandhi Prize for Popularization of Science (2020)**
   a) **Science popularization efforts in English language by a career media personnel**
      i. Dr Manoj Kumar Patairiya, Director, NISCAIR, New Delhi
      ii. Shri Hari Pulakkat, F 902, Purva Venezia, Yelahanka New Town, Bengaluru
   b) **Science popularization efforts in English language by a career scientist**
      i. Dr Vinay Baburao Kamble, 16 Aangan Apartments, Near JL Commerce College, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad
   c) **Science popularization efforts in any language other than English either by a career media personnel or a career scientist**
      i. Shri Anant Pandurang Deshpande, B-5, Jalaram Jyot, VB Lane, Ghatkopar, Mumbai
      ii. Professor R Ramanujam, Institute of Mathematical Sciences, CIT Campus, Chennai

2. **INSA Medal for Promotion & Service to Science (2020)**
   Professor RA Mashelkar, FNA

3. **Daulat Singh Kothari Memorial Lecture (2020)**
   Dr Madhu Dikshit, FNA

4. **Jawaharlal Nehru Birth Centenary Lecture (2020)**
   Professor Sriram R Ramaswamy, FNA (Physical Sciences)
   Professor NR Jagannathan, FNA (Biological Sciences)

5. **Jawaharlal Nehru Birth Centenary Visiting Fellowship (2019)**
   Professor JP Khurana, FNA